
The Odee Company
Requirements for Incoming Files

Photoshop -Files should be saved as eps, tif, jpeg or psd, and they should have a resolution of 300dpi.
Images should be in CMYK format.
If text layers are used in a psd file, all used fonts should be sent along with the Photoshop file.

Please Note: Any Photoshop file that was built with text layers can not have any text edited after it has been flattened.

Illustrator - Files should be saved as eps or ai.
All images that have been placed in the Illustrator file should be sent along with the Illustrator file.
If text is used in an Illustrator file, all used fonts should be sent along with the Illustrator file, or the text
can be converted to outlines.
If any art reaches to the trim area, there will need to be an extra .125” of that art extending past the trim.
This is known as “bleed”.

Please Note:Any Illustrator file that was built with text can not have any text edited after it has been converted to outlines.

Quark - All images(e.g. Photoshop, Illustrator, etc) that have been placed in the Quark file should be sent also.
If text is used in an Quark file, all used fonts should be sent along with the Quark file.
If any art reaches to the trim area, there will need to be an extra .125” of that art extending past the trim.

If you have any technical questions about how to send us your files you can contact:

Travis Baggett
(214)340-0415 #218
travisb@odeecompany.com

Acrobat PDF -Page sizes should be built to your requested trim size
Files should be saved as version “4.0 and newer”.
All images and fonts that have been used in the PDF should have been embedded when the PDF was
created.

Please Note:Any PDF that has text and the fonts have not been embedded will fail while processing through our system.

We have 3 types of printing a The Odee Company and you can check with your sales person or your customer service representitive to find out
which type of printing you will need to set up your PDFs for. Having your print-ready PDFs set up correctly will ensure the quickest turn around on
your job.

1. Conventional Printing: PDFs will need to have all fonts and high resolution images embedded. They will need .125” of bleed
for any art that reaches the trim and they will need crop marks/trim marks to indicate the final trim of the piece.

2. Digital Printing: PDFs will need to have all fonts and high resolution images embedded. They will need .0625” of bleed for any art
that reaches the trim and they will need to have any cropmarks/trimmarks removed or any image extending past the .0625” bleed area.

3. Docutech Printing: PDFs will need to have all fonts and high resolution images embedded. They will need to have any crop
marks/trim marks removed, as well as any image extending to or past the trim.

InDesign - All images(e.g. Photoshop, Illustrator, etc) that have been placed in the InDesign file should be sent also.
If text is used in an InDesign file, all used fonts should be sent along with the InDesign file.
If any art reaches to the trim area, there will need to be an extra .125” of that art extending past the trim.

Native Application Files

Print-Ready PDF Files


